The MSiC is rolling out weekly inquiry-based programming for the whole family. These fun and engaging STEM ideas, lessons, puzzles and curriculum resources will be posted at 11am. Feel free to explore these resources all week — and beyond — as they are meant to stimulate curiosity and deepen understanding of important STEM topics.

Mondays—*Monday Musings*  Kick off your week with an interesting question about something that happens in our everyday lives. Use this question to explore the topic more deeply and share what you discovered with us.

Tuesdays—*Ask a NERD*  Are your kids asking you math and science questions and you're not sure how to answer them? Do you ever wish that you could ask a nerd? We're here to help! Submit your questions and one of our STEM NERDS at the MathScience Innovation Center will answer your toughest questions live on Tuesdays at 11am.

Wednesdays—*Mid-Week Moment*  Here's where you will find STEM content that will deepen your understanding of particular topics and support you as you complete your assignments (or help someone else complete their assignments).

Thursdays—*Weekly Web Find?*  We will provide a list of resources for you to help better understand inquiry-based strategies for working.

Fridays—*Artful Fridays*  End your week with a local artist who will show you just how much STEM is involved in their craft.